# | NAME         | HT | WT | B/T | POS. | YR. | HIGH SCHOOL       
---|--------------|----|----|-----|------|-----|-------------------
 1 | Brandon Smith | 6-1 | 190 | L/R | UTL  | SO  | College Park      
 2 | Boomer Johnson | 5-8 | 150 | R/R | RHP  | SO  | Granite Bay       
 4 | Domonique Rodgers | 6-2 | 185 | L/R | OF   | SO  | Vacaville         
 5 | Kevin Dawidczik | 5-7 | 174 | R/R | OF/C | SO  | West Campus       
 9 | Mike Fernandes | 6-1 | 190 | L/L | OF   | SO  | Lodi              
10 | Alex Egger    | 6-3 | 165 | R/R | RHP  | FR  | Rio Americano     
11 | Gordy LaHann | 5-11 | 160 | R/R | INF  | FR  | CK McClatchy      
12 | Tyler Wichmann | 6-5 | 205 | R/R | RHP  | FR  | Christian Brothers 
13 | Jeremy Briggs | 5-8 | 187 | L/L | 1B   | FR  | Sheldon           
16 | Derek Lewis  | 6-1 | 185 | R/R | RHP  | SO  | Folsom            
17 | Curtis Raulinaitis | 5-10 | 170 | L/R | UTL  | FR  | Christian Brothers 
18 | Scott Stewart | 6-1 | 180 | R/R | RHP  | FR  | Vanden             
19 | Joe Anderson | 5-10 | 200 | R/L | LHP  | SO  | Jesuit            
20 | Thomas Pope  | 6-2 | 210 | R/R | 1B   | FR  | Rodriguez         
21 | Jeremy Malmendier | 5-11 | 180 | L/R | INF  | SO  | Folsom            
22 | Tim Schlatter | 6-1 | 190 | R/R | RHP  | SO  | De LaSalle        
24 | Jimmy Voelker | 6-0 | 190 | R/R | C    | SO  | Union Mine        
25 | Aaron Parente | 5-8 | 210 | R/R | RHP  | FR  | Fife (WA)         
26 | Chris Parker | 6-0 | 180 | R/R | RHP  | FR  | Oak Ridge          
27 | Ryan Perry  | 6-0 | 177 | R/R | INF  | SO  | Rocklin           
28 | Ben Petralli | 6-2 | 192 | S/R | C    | SO  | Weatherford (TX)  
29 | Bryce Starratt | 6-2 | 190 | R/R | C    | FR  | Liberty           
31 | Leroy Hunt   | 6-6 | 235 | R/R | RHP  | SO  | Linden            
32 | Kyle Prewitt | 6-1 | 200 | R/R | INF  | SO  | Placer            
35 | Ben Cox      | 6-4 | 230 | R/R | 1B   | FR  | Trinity           
36 | Johnny Ray   | 5-9 | 156 | R/R | INF  | FR  | Will C. Wood      
37 | Gianni Avila | 5-10 | 182 | R/R | INF  | FR  | Monterey          
38 | David Born   | 6-2 | 183 | L/L | LHP  | SO  | CK McClatchy      
39 | Randy Rundgren | 6-2 | 150 | R/R | SS   | FR  | Mid-Pacific (HI)  
41 | Rick Sample  | 6-4 | 230 | R/R | RHP  | SO  | West Campus       
43 | Joe Castilone | 5-10 | 185 | R/R | OF   | FR  | Jesuit            
44 | Tyrelle Harris | 6-3 | 210 | R/R | RHP  | SO  | Armijo            
46 | Chris Elder  | 5-10 | 185 | L/R | OF   | FR  | Armijo            
51 | Chris White  | 5-10 | 170 | S/R | OF   | SO  | Cabrillo          
52 | Julian Pavao | 6-0 | 210 | L/R | C    | FR  | CK McClatchy      
56 | Josh Sparlin | 5-11 | 165 | R/R | RHP  | SO  | Sheldon           

**HEAD COACH:** Andy McKay – (916) 558-2684

**CO-HEAD COACH:** Paul Carmazzi

**ASSISTANT COACHES:** Deskaheh Bomberry, Tom Gill, John Herlihy, Pete Pryor, Justin Ramsey, Ron Saiz, Derek Sullivan